Abstract-In this paper, we present the full process of designing anisotropic metamaterial (MM) wide angle impedance matching (WAIM) layers. These layers are used to reduce the scan losses that occur in active phased arrays for large scanning angles. Numerical results are provided to show the improvement in performances that such layers can ensure. The proposed anisotropic MM-WAIM layers achieve an improvement of about 1 dB of more radiated power at θ = 70 • from broadside, in a 13% of fractional bandwidth on the azimuthal plane φ = 90 • . Weaker improvements are obtained in the other azimuthal planes, however keeping the active reflection coefficient below −9 dB for all azimuthal planes up to θ = 60 • and up to θ = 70 • off-axis for planes φ = 45 • , 90 • in the whole operational band.
INTRODUCTION
Active phased arrays, which are already widely used for radar systems, are more and more often used also for satellite communication applications on board of mobile platforms, thanks to their extreme flexibility in steering and shaping electronically their beam. In most of the cases, active phased arrays with large angular coverage are required. Such performances are important not only for the operational scanning characteristics of phased arrays, but also for compensating any misalignment due to the movements of the mounting platforms. The scanning characteristics of phased arrays are however limited and different solutions to mitigate this issue have been investigated already several decades ago [1, 2] . The scanning limitations are caused by two mechanisms: reduction of the antenna effective area and the variation of the mutual coupling among the different elements of the array when scanning. The variation of mutual coupling can be understood referring to the concept of the active impedance or scan impedance [3] . Assuming an (infinite) periodic lattice of equal antennas, the active impedance is defined as the input impedance of one single element, when all the elements are radiating. The variation of the coupling between the array elements under different scanning conditions determines also a variation of the active impedance. This clearly results in a mismatch between the antenna and the electronic modules, for large scanning angles. Two solutions have been conceived, till now, in order to increase the impedance matching: one relies on the insertion of additional dielectric layers above the phased arrays [1] , the other one is based on the use of inter-elements connecting circuits [2] . A solution based on dielectric layers, placed above the radiating elements, does not require a complex design and, more important, can be applied without modifying an existing phased array design. In this perspective, the strategy based on additional layers is preferable and mostly used.
The typical design parameters of wide angle impedance matching (WAIM) layers are: the number of layers, their thickness, the distances between each layer and the antenna and their dielectric characteristics. These parameters can be determined with an optimization process. Among all the design parameters, the dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability represent the main limitations, since only a limited number of materials, with the required electrical and mechanical characteristics, are commercially available. In any case these materials offer only a limited discrete range of values of electrical parameters (permittivity and permeability). For this reason, new concepts based on artificially engineered materials, usually called metamaterials (MM), must be explored, exploiting their capability to synthesize electrical characteristics not available in nature.
MMs are usually composed of infinite periodic lattices of dielectric or metal scatterers embedded in a host dielectric substrate. The scatterers have sub-wavelength dimensions in the order of λ/20-λ/10. This allows a homogenization process, in which the combination of scatterers and substrate can be electromagnetically described as an effective homogeneous material. Playing with the geometrical/electrical parameters of the scatterers, it is possible to achieve effective dielectric and magnetic parameters with isotropic or anisotropic characteristics [4] [5] [6] .
Due to their birefringent behaviour, homogeneous anistropic layers can be exploited to match the angular dependence of the active impedance of phased arrays, giving further degrees of freedom in the WAIM layers design [7] [8] [9] . The definition of proper constraints and cost-function, is essential for the design of anisotropic WAIM layers. Previous works on the topic have dealt either with only dielectric anisotropic material models [8, 9] or, although presenting ideal cases of dielectric-magnetic MM, with final MM structures that exhibit only a dielectric behaviour [7] . The aim of this paper is to present a design approach for MM-WAIM structures based on requirements in terms of angular coverage and bandwidth, highlighting the issues and the limits in the realization of MMs. In order to reach sufficient performances for realistic radar applications, we present a structure characterized by a diamagnetodielectric behaviour. The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 the theoretical background, the modeling tools and the optimization procedure of the design strategy are presented. In Section 3, the results obtained by using this design strategy are presented and discussed.
DESIGN STRATEGY
The design of anisotropic WAIM layers, optimized in the presence of the array antenna, is performed by coupling a full-wave model of the active phased array under consideration, with an analytical model describing the WAIM layers [10] . The active phased array under study is an infinite periodic array of equal radiating elements excited with linear progressive phases. The radiated fields of an infinite periodic array can be expanded with a set of discrete Floquet modes and the propagation of each mode can be modeled with a simple equivalent transmission line model. In this way, the interaction between the fields radiated by the array and any homogeneous anisotropic layer, placed above the antenna, can be modeled with a set of uncoupled transmission lines [11] , as shown in Figure 1 . Actually, each transmission line consists of a cascade of lines with different properties, according to the different media present above the array.
The electromagnetic field excited by the array antenna can be found with analytical models, when canonical structures are involved, e.g., rectangular and circular apertures, printed dipoles or slots [7, 8, [12] [13] [14] or resorting to full-wave simulations, enabling the analysis of more complex structures. For this work, we have used the finite-element (FEM) solver of Ansys HFSS R [15] .
Once the generalized scattering matrix (GSM) of the array is computed, its modal ports can be connected to the corresponding modal ports of the transmission lines representing the overlaying structure (air-gap and WAIM). At this point, it is possible to compute the active input impedance or the active reflection coefficient at the input port of each radiating element. The closer the WAIM layer is to the phased array, the higher its effect on the impedance matching is. In such a case, the evanescent Floquet modes, excited at the antenna aperture, are still accessible and they can interact with the discontinuity created by the WAIM layer, modifying the mutual coupling between elements and therefore the active impedance at each radiating element. Assuming a material characterized by magnetic and dielectric diagonal tensors
where x-y are the directions of the transverse plane of the array, and z is the direction of propagation, the transverse impedance and wave-numbers can be computed according to the Floquet theory [17] :
where k 0 is the wave-number in vacuum; a, b are the lattice array dimensions; γ is the triangular grid angle, as shown in Figure 1 . In this contribution, we will consider only materials characterized by diagonal tensors with μ x = μ y and x = y . For a linear polarized array, with the source aligned in the x direction, the active realized gain for the copolar components, according to the Ludwig third definition [16] , is expressed as
where S T M 21 and S T E 21 are the transmission coefficients for the two specular fundamental Floquet modes, and A is the area of the array unit cell [17] . It is clear that, in order to match the active impedance over a large angular range, at least for the two cardinal planes, φ = 0 • , 90 • , we need to act on both the polarizations. The dielectric and magnetic tensors entries, the layer thickness t and the distance d from the antenna plane are the design parameters of the anisotropic WAIM layer. The optimal values of the parameters are determined through a numerical optimization process. Better results can be obtained with a cost function with adaptive weights, instead of using cost functions based on an average behavior of the active reflection coefficient, over all the operational conditions [7] [8] [9] . The cost function used is defined as follows:
The adaptive weights α(f, θ, φ) are different for each operative situation and defined following this strategy [18] :
For this work, we have used the MATLAB R [19] constrained nonlinear optimization solver. Constraints can be used to limit the range of the design parameters.
Once the optimal set of electrical and geometrical parameters for the WAIM layer has been found, it must be translated into a physical design. For this purpose, MM unit cells are analyzed with fullwave simulations and from these through a homegenization procedure, the effective parameters of the structures can be extracted. The type of parameters extracted depends on the homogenization equivalence principle imposed [20] . In the case of WAIM layer design, the external equivalence (the MM scattered transverse components must be equal to the transverse components scattered by a homogeneous equivalent layer) is sufficient, because the interaction between the array and the WAIM is modeled through their GSMs. This type of equivalence is the starting point for retrieval algorithms based on reflection and transmission properties of MM slabs [21, 22] . MMs with pronounced spatial dispersion effects, might not be employed in the current WAIM layer design, unless different hypothesis on the model of the anisotropic WAIM layer are made, i.e., exploitation of the permittivity and permeability tensors dependency with angle of incidence. In the following section, we will show how the design strategy for the anisotropic WAIM layers and the MM homogenization algorithms can be used to design realizable and effective MM-WAIM layers.
RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the results of the design methodology, exposed in the previous section, applied to an active phased array. The array has a fractional bandwidth of 13% in the microwave band (active reflection coefficient Γ ≤ −10 dB). The array consists of capacitively fed stacked patch elements working in linear polarization. The exact geometry of the array cannot be disclosed and in any case it is not relevant for this paper, since the array is, in fact, used as a "black-box" and its geometry is not modified during the WAIM design. It is worth mentioning that, being a realistic phased array, the scan losses exhibited by the array are only due to the geometric effective area reduction and impedance mismatching. Any other effect, such as surface waves or grating lobes, is not present. The first step of the design procedure consists of building a database of GSMs, modeling the phased array for different frequencies and scanning directions. The number of modes, used in the simulations, has been chosen following an analysis of the excited modes at the free-space port. It has been found that 20 Floquet modes are enough to represent the field at the output port of the unit cell, under all the different scanning conditions. The optimization has been performed over three planes, E-plane, φ = 0 • , D-plane, φ = 45 • and H-plane, φ = 90 • , using 5 frequency samples. For sake of brevity, we will show the results only for the lowest, uppest and central frequencies; for the intermediate ones, similar behaviors have been found. The threshold level used in the adaptive scheme is −10 dB. For the different WAIM layers designs, the variation of the active realized copolar gain, G co (φ, θ), with the scanning angles, at different frequencies, is presented. Analyzing this parameter, it is possible to check the effect of surface waves, which might be present in the WAIM structure, on the phased array radiation characteristics. Furthermore, this also allows to evaluate how the WAIM affects the polarization characteristics of the array.
Magneto-Dielectric Anisotropic WAIM
In the first step, we have applied our design strategy to a situation in which only loose constraints on the design parameters are imposed. This could lead to an optimal solution, in terms of performances, but difficult to be realized using MMs. Such a solution is used as baseline for comparison with the other designs.
The electrical parameters are limited only within intervals that do not include extreme conditions, such as negative or near-zero values, to ensure broadband and wide-angle performances. The values of the constrain intervals and the optimal set of parameters are reported in Table 1 . The performances of an anisotropic WAIM layer characterized by this optimal set of parameters are shown in Figure 2 . In the graphs, the power difference between the radiated fields of a phased array with the anisotropic layer and the radiated fields of a phased array without the WAIM is plotted. From the plots it can be noted that, in average over all the three planes, there is a high improvement in performances for large angles. At the Despite the constraints imposed in the optimization, the optimal parameters reported in Table 1 cannot be easily realized using MMs, considering the requirements imposed by the particular EM scenario, i.e., frequency bandwidth, range of angular directions of the incoming beams, polarization characteristics. First of all a magnetic response is required to obtain a good matching for all planes. In fact, by examining Equations (2), (7), it is clear that, in order to affect both polarizations, the WAIM layer must be characterized by both an anisotropic magnetic and dielectric behavior. Typical MM structures employed to achieve a magnetic response are split ring resonators (SRRs) [5, 23] . However, these are characterized by extreme narrowband and high angular dispersive behavior, in contrast with the application requirements (bandwidth of 13%, angular directions up to 70 • , both TE and TM polarization excitations). For this reason MM-WAIM layers without a magnetic behaviour have been studied and they are presented in the next subsections.
Dielectric-Only Anisotropic WAIM Layers
Artificial dielectrics have been studied since the pioneering work on multilayer structures [24] . The main advantage of artificial dielectrics is that anisotropic dielectrics can be built by simply stacking layers of different homogeneous materials with sub-wavelength thickness. An artificial anisotropic material can be realized stacking along the z direction (normal to the material surface) two different materials, characterized by two different permittivities ( 1 , 2 ) and thicknesses (t 1 , t 2 ), to form a unit cell that is repeated in one dimension. For this type of MM, the equivalent dielectric parameters are [24] :
where p = t 1 /(t 1 + t 2 ) is the filling ratio. The new constraints, used to optimize the design parameters of the WAIM layer, are reported in Table 2 , together with the corresponding optimal values. An anisotropic WAIM layer, with the parameters of Table 2 , improves the angular performances at large angles from broadside. However, the performances are slightly worse than the ones of the magnetodielectric WAIM, shown in Figure 2 . Furthermore realizing a MM with dielectric tensor entries smaller than one ( z = 0.87) in the microwave band is not easy. According to (10) , (11) , the range of values that can be achieved, by just stacking dielectric layers, is limited by the available materials. In the microwave regime, there are no homogeneous materials characterized by low losses and real permittivity less than one. Nevertheless, considering that the optimal values x , y , z are all close to unity, it is interesting to evaluate the performances of a stacked-layer dielectric-only MM-WAIM, realized with low losses available materials. For example, using commercially available layers of Duroid R ( r = 2.2) and foam ( r = 1.06), with a filling ratio p = 0.079, it is possible to obtain an anisotropic dielectric characterized by x = y = 1.15, z = 1.07. Since these dielectric permittivities are different from the optimal ones, a new optimization has been run to find the optimal distance and thickness of this substrate from the phased array. The whole set of parameters of this layer are reported in Table 3 , the perfomances of such anisotropic WAIM layer are reported in Figure 3 . Figure 3 reports also the performances of a homogeneous layer of Duroid R ( r = 2.2) with optimized thickness (t = 0.052λ 0 ) and distance (d = 0.139λ 0 ). This layer has been chosen as the one with best performances among the different material commercially available. The comparison shows that both WAIM layers, the anisotropic and isotropic ones, cannot increase the scanning performances of the phased array on the E-plane. It must be noted that the anisotropic MM-WAIM layer, realized stacking homogeneous dielectric layers, has better performances on the D/H-planes, at large angles from broadside, than the isotropic version.
Multilayer Diamagneto-Dielectric Anisotropic WAIM
As discussed before, MMs with magnetic response are, in principle, not suitable for WAIM applications, due to their limited bandwidth. However, this limitation does not apply to MMs with diamagnetic response. This kind of MMs can be realized with sub-wavelength conductive loops printed on dielectric substrates. The magnetic dipole, induced by the incident magnetic field component normal to the loop, radiates a field that is opposite to the incident field [23, 25] . The macroscopic effect is a decrease of Figure 3 . Ratio between the copolar gain components of the phased-array with and without the dielectric-only anisotropic WAIM layer whose parameters are reported in Table 3 ; the ratio is presented as function of the scan angle off broadside θ, for different azimuthal planes and frequencies. Lines without markers refer to dielectric-only anisotropic WAIM layer presented in Table 3 the equivalent magnetic permeability of the MM to values lower than the magnetic permeability of the host medium. The field scattered by a sub-wavelength loop can be described, in first approximation, by two equivalent dipoles, one magnetic and the other electric. The latter produces an increase of the equivalent dielectric permittivity of the material in the directions parallel to the surface of the ring [23] , whereas the magnetic dipole is responsible for the decrease of magnetic permeability. There are two main advantages in using a diamagnetic-dielectric layer in a WAIM stack. First, having ratios μ x /μ z , x / z different from one, this material affects both T E and T M polarization. Second, the magnetic polarization of the conductive loop has a quite flat frequency dispersive behavior, so the equivalent magnetic permeability of this MM is characterized by a uniform behavior in frequency [25] . First a conductive loop has been designed, with its normal aligned along the z-direction, to obtain the maximum degree of anisotropy, μ x /μ z . In this way, we can achieve the maximum effect on the T E polarization. The values x = y are, in principle, not the optimal ones to have a single layer anisotropic WAIM. However, other dielectric-only anisotropic layers can be added to increase the number of degrees of freedom, in order to achieve a good matching over all frequencies and angular ranges. In order to optimize the dielectric-only layers, the parameters of the diamagneto-dielectric layer have been considered fixed in the optimization. An artistic impression of the whole final structure is reported in Figure 4 . The constraints used in the optimization and the optimal parameters are reported in Table 4 .
Full-wave simulations of the diamagneto-dielectric slab have been performed to find a geometry that provides the maximum degree of anisotropy (μ x /μ z ). The slab consists of a Duroid R substrate, sandwiched between two symmetric foam layers, and of two conductive rings (assumed as perfect electric conductors, PECs) printed on both sides of the substrate. From the GSM of this cell alone, we can extract the equivalent parameters, reported in Figure 4 . For this MM layer, spatial dispersion effects are visible, but they do not introduce extreme variations in the parameters, and therefore the effective dielectric and magnetic parameters can be considered almost uniform for all angles of incidence and over the whole band. The second step consists in optimizing the two layers below the diamagneto-dielectric layer. The first layer, just above the phased array, can be implemented with a conductive Jerusalem cross Figure 5 . Ratio between the copolar gain components of the phased-array with and without the multilayer anisotropic diamagneto-dielectric WAIM whose parameters are reported in Table 4 ; the ratio is presented as function of the scan angle off broadside θ, for different azimuthal planes and frequencies. Lines without markers refer to the multilayer diamagneto-dielectric WAIM presented in Table 4 like structure. The second layer, instead, can be easily realized with a homogeneous layer of foam. The performances of this multilayer diamagneto-dielectric WAIM are reported in Figure 5 , together with the performances of the homogeneous isotropic dielectric WAIM layer, already described in Subsection 3.2.
For all frequencies and φ-planes, the multilayer WAIM provide a substantial improvement, compared to a standard technology. Although it has worse performances at directions close to broadside, at large scanning angles, the multilayer ensures always more radiated power than the homogeneous WAIM layer at large angles (θ ≥ 40 • ). Moreover comparing the results of these two configurations, Figure 3 and Figure 5 , it is evident that the multilayer WAIM allows to increase the angular ranges up to 70 • from broadside, also on the E-plane, where, instead, the dielectric-only WAIM layer, does not result in any improvement. Full-wave simulations of the multilayer WAIM on top of the phased array have been performed to validate the design. The phased array GSM and the three layers GSMs have been computed separately, then connected together to give the overall scattering characteristics. The GSM of the multilayer WAIM is characterized by a diagonal-block structure, as reported in Figure 6 . The GSM coefficients are reported only for a particular set of frequency and scanning directions, but similar behavior have been found in other operational conditions. Therefore the coupling between different Floquet modes of the phased array is negligible, confirming the hypothesis under which the MM-WAIM layers have been homogenized and modeled as uncoupled transmission lines. The improvement in the active realized gain, computed through full-wave simulations, compared to what obtained with the semi-analytical design procedure, is reported in Figure 7 . The comparison shows almost perfect agreement between full-wave results and semi-analytical results on the D-plane and Hplane, but some differences on the E-plane, especially for large scanning angles. The full-wave numerical results show that the multilayer diamagneto-dielectric MM-WAIM modifies the scanning performances of the phased array under test in a similar fashion to an optimized homogeneous layer for the E-plane, instead slightly better improvements can be seen for the D-plane (7% of more radiated power at θ = 70 • for 0.94f 0 , 3% at θ = 70 • for f 0 , 19% for 1.06f 0 ), whereas a significant increasing of the gain, especially for large scanning angles, characterizes the behavior of the multilayer engineered WAIM on the H-plane (24% of power gain at θ = 70 • at the extremes of the band and 30% at the central frequency). Although not shown here, the active reflection coefficient with the multilayer MM-WAIM is kept below −9.8 dB up to 70 • off broadside direction on planes φ = 45 • , 90 • on the whole band. On the E-plane, as the plot of the gain suggests, the active reflection coefficient does not match the threshold requirements, nevertheless its behavior is not deteriorated by the insertion of the MM-WAIM, apart in the condition θ = 70 • at 1.06f 0 . Figure 6 . Absolute values in dB of a limited set of the GSM coefficients for the diamagneto-dielectric WAIM layers reported in Figure 4 , obtained from full-wave simulations. I(nput)/O(utput) refer to the side of the layers cascade that is close/far to the phased array. Elements in the matrix refer to a set of 10 Floquet modes at the Input or Output side, as described by the table on bottom. The higher order modes coefficients are almost negligible and for this reason they are not shown here. 
CONCLUSION
Since the seminal works on MMs have been published, they have shown a lot of potential applications, especially as means to improve the performances of EM devices beyond the classical or state-of-the-art limitations. The possibility of increasing the angular coverage ranges of phased arrays is one of these potential applications. In this work, we have presented an optimization procedure that allows to find the optimal values of volumetric anisotropic WAIM layers. Two different implementations of anisotropic MM-WAIM layers have been presented. The main innovations contained in this paper are:
• with respect to [7, 8, 13] : extension of the WAIM design strategy procedure to any possible active phased array (and not only canonical cases) by exploiting GSMs, computed by means of numerical full-wave softwares and analytical transmission line models; • with respect to [7, 8, 9] : introduction of an improved cost function with adaptive weights;
• with respect to [7, 9, 13] : substantial improvements of the active phased array scanning performances at least on two planes, while keeping them almost unaltered on the third plane (fractional bandwidth 13%); • with respect to all the previous works mentioned:
-study of the influence of the anisotropic WAIM on the radiated copolar components. This allows monitoring the actual transmitted power and the effect of the WAIM layers on the copolar radiation component. This is an important parameter to be considered in realistic radar or satellite communication scenarios. -definition of a physical structure characterized by a diamagnetic-dielectric behavior, necessary to modify the active impedance for both polarizations and therefore the scanning characteristics of the array for all azimuthal planes.
